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For a long time ‘German popular science’ seemed almost a contra-
diction in terms. Historians of science studied disciplines in relation
to state and economy, and overwhelmingly in the universities. While
no survey of science in the German lands was complete without a
mention of the relatively well-worked topics of ‘vulgar’ materialism
and Darwinismus, a venerable view compared German efforts at pop-
ularization unfavourably with the British example. Meanwhile, gen-
eral historians’ research on Bürger and Bürgerlichkeit tended to leave
natural scientists and science out. Such, by and large, was the situa-
tion that Andreas Daum encountered and sought to change. His
book, first published in 1998 and now issued in a paperback that
includes a short new preface and an additional bibliography, pro-
vides a huge weight of evidence for the liveliness and variety of sci-
ence popularization in Germany and for the view that natural science
was an essential component of German middle-class culture. It is a
major achievement: a revised doctoral dissertation that is already the
standard work in the field.

Daum’s survey is organized into seven systematic chapters. The
first offers a Begriffsgeschichte of Popularität, Popularisierung and
Populärwissenschaft, and the second sketches the history of science in
the secondary schools. Chapter 3 is about associational culture, not
just the Gesellschaft Deutscher Naturforscher und Ärzte, the peripatetic
national forum that was the model for the British Association for the
Advancement of Science, but also, and crucially, the fine network of
local Naturvereine. Especially original is Daum’s recovery of the soci-
eties founded from 1859 in memory of the universal scholar, traveller
and Kosmos-author Alexander von Humboldt. The following chapter
traces the tradition of natural science as organized world view to lib-
eral Protestants and Catholics, the Lichtfreunde and Deutschkatholiken,
around 1848. Importantly, for the early twentieth century Daum
gives the religious and conservative attempts to promote their own
versions of science equal billing with the propaganda of their better-
known opponents in the Monist League. Chapters 5 and 6 investigate
the literary market for science, and the challenges and strategies of
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popularization. This involves extending Alfred Kelly’s sceptical view
of the accessibility to lay readers of, for example, the gemeinver-
ständliche Werke of the Darwinist prophet Ernst Haeckel. They were
significant, nevertheless, but perhaps mainly for their illustrations, as
sources for writers who produced the genuine bestsellers, and
because they were studied simultaneously by professors of zoology.
The most successful authors, Daum emphasizes, were by the end of
the century painting a harmonious picture, in which nature was re-
enchanted and natural science reconciled with literary culture, that
was a far cry from the harshly polarizing polemics of the militant
freethinkers. The last chapter arranges the very various popularizers
into types.

Daum concludes that what was special about Germany was not
any lack of lay cultivation of science or any general contempt among
German scholars for the work of communicating with wider publics.
Indeed, there was even more going on than we are shown here,
where the focus is on natural history, rather than, for example, med-
ical advice; the analysis is of printed words, and to a lesser extent lec-
tures, at the expense of other media; and Social Democracy appears
largely as a threat. Yet the point is made. What was peculiar about
Germany, Daum argues, was the tension between civic activities and
the uniquely strong system of state-sponsored scientific research. The
political meanings of popularization after 1848 and in the late-nine-
teenth-century crisis of the Bildungsbürgertum were distinctive too.

This is an immensely informative book. The systematic structure
inevitably cuts many of the connections through which science
changed, and means that earlier events are often introduced primari-
ly as precursors of later controversies. But it very clearly brings
together and organizes an impressive diversity of materials. With the
numerous useful tables, a biographical appendix and an extensive
bibliography, this is an invaluable reference work. It is also already,
as Daum intended, helping historians to move on. Two general chal-
lenges strike me as standing out: to place the science described here
with respect to other aspects of bourgeois culture, and to develop the
potentially radical implications for the history of knowledge of this
widespread participation in science.

The case for the importance of natural science in bourgeois culture
could be refined by exploring cultural activities more widely, and
asking how these sciences figured (and what counted as science). For
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example, how did the activities, memberships and political roles of
the Naturvereine relate to those of the other institutions in a town?
How were the works that Daum discusses read in different commu-
nities? For Britain, James Secord’s Victorian Sensation (Chicago, 2000)
now demonstrates the state of the art in reception studies. How did
reading go along with visiting zoos, panopticons, and hygiene exhi-
bitions, or using such inventions as the clinical thermometer, by the
end of the nineteenth century a regular item in middle-class homes?
Such questions shift the perspective from those for whom the natural
sciences were clearly central to the roles they played in other lives. 

Daum discusses critiques of the conventional view of science pop-
ularization as the diffusion of knowledge down a gradient of truth,
but defends his use of the term over a more neutral alternative like
‘expository science’. ‘Popularization’ does fairly describe the self-
understanding of many of his actors, but its use still reinforces the
dominant view. It remains too easy to see autonomous processes of
professionalization and specialization as simply calling forth a
demand for popular science to fill a gap between professors and peo-
ple. In this framework it is also too hard to see how the works dis-
cussed made a difference to academic science. Ludwik Fleck’s study,
Entstehung und Entwicklung einer wissenschaftlichen Tatsache, first pub-
lished in 1935 and rediscovered in the last few decades, is helpful in
pointing to a more dialectical approach, as well as to the practices of
making knowledge. Fleck distinguished between ‘esoteric’ and ‘exo-
teric’ circles of science, but insisted on the importance of the latter as
a repository of simplicity and generality on which, especially outside
their own narrow areas of expertise, researching scientists have con-
tinually relied.

To explore the relations and distinctions between natural science
and other cultural products, and between popular and specialist sci-
ence, it will be necessary to analyse far more specifically how claims
to knowledge were pressed and meanings made. Then we shall see
by what means the apparently stable boundaries were created, main-
tained—and broken down. Thanks to Andreas Daum’s survey, his-
torians are already beginning to approach such challenges with
much greater confidence. And because these studies will need at first
to focus more closely, his book will surely remain the one indispen-
sable work in the field for many years to come.
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